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Working both on bench and desk



I have studied tissue specific
genes, but…

Gene expression profile of
mouse 20tissues from
http://READ.gsc.riken.jp/fantom2/



not so easy to interpret functional property
of these to extract gene regulation network!

GO slim classification of tissue
specific genes in mouse 20
tissues from
http://READ.gsc.riken.jp/fantom2/



Depicting gene regulation
networks from microarray data
1. Co-regulated genes

 Any DNA motifs in upstream regions?
⇒ hard to decipher them in mammal

2. Known transcription factor binding
sites (TFBS)
 Any features in gene expression

profiles for genes with particular TFBS
in upstream region?



What is SayaMatcher?
 System(pipeline) to get coordinates of

transcription factor binding sites
(TFBS) in the genome
 TFBS pattern to be found is too short to

blast/blat/ssaha, and have too many hits
for genome sequence

 Not interpretable only in the text output
 export the annotation to genome browsers

(Ensembl, UCSC)



Why is the pipeline needed?
 Genome sequences are updating

⇒ not isolated task; searches need to be a
‘pipeline ’

 Too many iteration for one time job
 All chromosome and its reverse complement

 around 40 (around 20 x 2)
 Species to be used (3-5)
 Several kinds of NRE(around10)

Thousands of iterative operation needed for update



Methods for searching TFBS
1. Regular expression

l When the‘consensus sequence’ is reported
l dreg, fuzznuc in EMBOSS

2. Position specific scoring matrix(PSSM)
l When consensus is weak, but multiple

alignment is available
l prophecy/profit in EMBOSS, HMMER
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Genes with predicted ERE in
upstream region (-10kb)

Link to genome browser



http://genome.saitama-med.ac.jp/cgi-bin/das
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